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acknowledge receipt of an addendum may result in a status of non-responsive. Firms are encouraged to review
the contents of this document and to respond accordingly.
Addenda No. 3 is being issued to provide the following information and clarifications.
Question:

Per the Sanitary Sewer Structure Table on C4.3, MH1 and MH4 are specified with being 6’ in
diameter. Gong by Savannah specs, I do not see a reason either should be in anything but a 4’
diameter structure. Please confirm if this is correct or if I should quote them in 6’ diameter.

Answer:

The sanitary sewer system will be private, not owned and maintained by City of Savannah. Per
JWB detail, manholes over existing pipes shall be 5’ ID. Call-out changed in structure table.

Question:

I do not see a detail for a “Chamber A/C/D MH” or a STMH in the provided details. They appear
to be typical storm manholes that would be 4’ diameter with a 195-E “Storm” casting. Please
confirm if this is correct or specify what these structures require.

Answer:

Still working with Storm Tech on specifics of the upstream manholes. However, these are
usually 4’ ID with weir plates on the inside. The downstream mh’s are normal precast 4’ ID.

Question:

Drawing C5.0 detail 11 shows large double swing gates. The locations could not be found on
the drawings. Please clarify where on the project these are located.

Answer:

The gates are located on the new fencing adjacent to the existing childcare playground – See
C2.2

Question:

Drawings A6.7/A11.1 call out “Translucent Wall Panels”. Please provide a spec section for these
wall panels with manufacturer/product/model numbers. Also, please confirm that these go on
both the left and right proscenium.

Answer:

Section 06 6060 Translucent Panels will be issued in upcoming addendum. These installations
are located on each side of the stage.

Question:

Please provide a spec section for polished concrete.

Answer:

We do not have polished concrete on this project.

***ALL OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS REMAIN UNCHANGED***
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